
What makes a good leader?  E-lesson Inspiration     Worksheet 

Don’t fill in the gaps!  

Write the missing words on the side. First, try to recall the words on your own. Then feel free to 

check with the people sitting next to you. The memory of a group can be more powerful than 

the memory of just one individual. Then listen again and check your answers.  

1 What, in your opinion, m______ a good leader?      _______________ 

2 Some leaders have led their countries into d___________ situations.   _______________ 

3 I think, ultimately, you want a leader who is also a s__________ .  _______________ 

4 The greatest leaders are not in it for their own a_________________ .   _______________ 

5 Good leaders lead on b_______ of the people.      _______________ 

6 For the sake of the land, leaders sometimes need to go through s______ .  _______________ 

7 Great leaders are not seeking s____ - g__________ .     _______________ 

8 They don’t want to f_________ their own nest.      _______________ 

9 The Dalai Lama has been in e________ for many years.     _______________ 

10 Nelson Mandela was in j______  for many years.     _______________ 

11 A true leader is someone who is i________________ .     _______________ 

12 A great leader e_______________ the aspirations of the people.   _______________ 

Odd-Ones-Out 

Which one of the people mentioned below is the odd-one-out? You have one minute to come up with 

as many solutions as you can! Be ready to justify your choices.   

Nelson Mandela     /     Aung San Suu Kyi    /    Mother Teresa    /    Muhammad Yunus    /    Martin 

Luther King    /    Mahatma Gandhi    /    the Dalai Lama    /    Desmond Tutu  

What makes a good leader? – Personal reflection on the video 

Think of someone who has inspired you. Was this person a leader? Why? Why not? ……. 

Think of a time when you did something for the interest of someone else – you acted for the sake of 

others. What was the situation? What made you do what you did?  

 

 

 

 


